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**Pink Tax**

March 5, 2022 Gray Filly

Seperate Interest SI 98

Chicks Beduino SI 104

Separate Ways SI 100

A Delightful Legacy SI 105

Fortune Of Delight SI 107

Separate SI 101

A Regal Classic SI 101

First Down Dash SI 105

Classic Reach

Harems Choice SI 85

Jet Together SI 93

First Down Dash SI 105

A Classic Dash SI 93

Harems Choice SI 85

A Regal Classic

Goin Together SI 93

Seperate Interest SI 98

First Down Dash SI 105

A Regal Classic (2007)

Chicks Beduino SI 104

Separate Ways SI 100

A Delightful Legacy SI 105

Fortune Of Delight SI 107

Separate SI 101

A Regal Classic SI 101

First Down Dash SI 105

Classic Reach

Harems Choice SI 85

A Regal Classic

Goin Together SI 93


1st dam


RITE ON TIME SI 92 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 5 wins to 4, $83,916, California Breeders Debutante S. [R], 3rd California Breeders Matron S. [G3], finalistic in Los Alamitos Super Derby [G1], Mildred Vessels H. twice, PCQHRA Breeders Futurity [G2].

Magisterial SI 90 (f. by Separate Interest). Winner to 4, 2023, $19,532, 2nd Granite Mountain Futurity.

2nd dam

Classic Reach, by A Classic Dash. Unplaced in 2 starts. Dam of 17 foals to race, 8 winners–

First To Reach SI 101 (g. by Ought To Be First). 5 wins to 6, $77,321, 2nd Jens List Mem. California Breeders S. [R], finalistic in Los Alamitos Winter Champ. S. [G1], Vessels Maturity [G1], California Breeders' Champ. [R] [G1], First Down Dash H. [G3].

3rd dam

Jet Together SI 93, by Jet Deck. Winner at 2. Out of GO TOGETHER SI 104 (Champion). Dam of 18 foals to race, 6 winners, 9 ROM–


ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders' Fut., Ed Burke Million Fut. Eligible for California Accreditation; embryo transfer.